
Questions lie at the heart of teaching. Well-used, questions can communicate information and  
expectation, guidance and challenge, all at once. Review the five key types of questions below for 
ways to make even better use of this central teaching strategy.

1. Checking Questions
Most teachers use checking questions to get a sense of how well the class retains material already 
studied, or to review. These questions are usually at the Knowledge and Comprehension levels of 
Bloom’s Taxonomy. 

To use them effectively, ask a brief series of questions about important facts or concepts, and give 
unambiguous feedback even when students give wrong answers. Vague questions, questions about 
minor details, and hesitant or “too nice” feedback, may confuse students. 

“What are some plants that make up the understory of a forest?”
“Moss, mushrooms.” 
“No, those are plants of the forest floor.” 

Checking questions can help you assess or remind students on just a few key points. Usually 
the better-prepared students answer the questions, while others hang back, since the immediate 
“right/wrong” feedback may threaten their self-esteem.  

2. Leading Questions 
Leading questions invite students to suggest the next step in a lecture or demonstration, in order 
to have them actively follow or anticipate the teacher’s train of thought. These questions should 
be at Bloom’s Application, or Analysis levels. 

Ask well-focused leading questions at logical points; overly broad questions invite off-topic an-
swers that are hard to work with. Also, be prepared to follow through with a student’s suggestion 
in order to show the class whether it works. 

“How can we get all the x’s to the same side of the equation?”
“Multiply both sides by 6.” 
 “Let’s see. . . . Yes, that did it.” 

“How can we find out what the poet means by saying that she is “nobody”? 
“Look for other words about not being important or being important.” 
“Okay, what words like that do you see?” 
“Well, ‘they’ll banish us,’ ‘they’ seems to be more important people. Because they can banish 
people.”
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When you ask leading questions, you must be flexible enough to explore even unexpected an-
swers, since brushing them aside may convince students to be passive. A more serious drawback is 
that leading questions break down a train of thought into small steps; they cannot give students 
practice in taking big steps in their thinking.  

3. Personal Response Questions 
Personal response questions ask students to relate their personal experience and values to their  
school subjects. You can use them at the beginning and end of a unit, to help students activate 
prior knowledge or reflect; or you can introduce them whenever students might need to step back 
from the subject to get a fresh perspective. These questions are not directly about subject matter, 
so they are not categorized in Bloom’s Taxonomy. 

Ask personal response questions that are clearly related to the subject matter, respect even nega-
tive answers, and help students tie their personal responses back to the subject.

“What do you think about Adams’ decision to put his family at risk for a political cause?”  
“I would never do it. That’s where your first loyalty should be.” 
“Why was Adams willing to do that?”

“How did you feel about the story?”
“I hated it.” 
“What about it didn’t work for you?”
“It was so fake, the way it turned out all right in the end.” 
“What things in the story made you feel it shouldn’t have ended happily?” 

Students usually enjoy answering personal response questions, but they can quickly wander off 
topic when discussing them. Use these questions in combination with others that directly target 
subject matter.  

4. Authentic Questions 
Authentic questions (also known as interpretive, inquiry, or Socratic questions) call on students  
to explore issues or solve problems themselves. They are “authentic” because the teacher asking  
them is truly curious, and does not have one specific answer in mind. These questions are at  
Bloom’s Synthesis and Evaluation levels. Students answering authentic questions draw on per-
sonal perspectives and creativity to process subject matter. Authentic questions make a good basis 
for  
sustained discussion, as students bring different points of view yet can learn from each other,  
because their opinions are all based on the shared subject matter. 

Base authentic questions on rich learning materials, identify important issues, and test to make 
sure your questions have more than one sound answer. Treat students’ answers as works in prog-
ress; keep an attitude of open-minded curiosity so that students do not feel “shut down,” and give 
them time to consider each others’ answers and develop their own. 

“Can you develop an equation for the area of a polygon with any number of sides?” 
“Why do you think that Sarah returned to the ranch?” 
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Authentic questions demand careful preparation and patient implementation. They are very ef-
fective for teaching new subject matter in depth, as well as fostering students’ thinking skills and 
habits of active learning. 

5. Follow-up Questions 
Follow-up questions “follow up” on a student’s initial answer to an authentic question, to help  
the student bring out all of his or her thinking. A follow-up question may prompt students to  
clarify what they say, give reasons and evidence for ideas, or respond to competing ideas, so they 
are especially useful for sustaining discussions until everyone has shared and developed ideas fully. 
Follow-up questions may be at the Comprehension, Application, Analysis and Synthesis levels of 
Bloom’s Taxonomy. 

To ask follow-up questions, listen carefully to each student, and ask about whatever seems un-
clear or incomplete, or especially interesting. Specific questions are most effective, but even gen-
eral ones such as “Why did you think so?” help students think more deeply. 

“I think Sarah came back because she had to.” 
“What do you mean by ‘had to’?”
“She went to the ranch in the first place because she had no where else to go, and that was 
still true.”  

Follow-up questions give students recognition for their efforts while opening up further thinking.  
In fact, students usually correct misconceptions themselves when asked open-minded follow-up 
questions about their evidence and reasoning. Used with authentic questions, follow-up questions 
promote deep mastery of content and strong thinking skills.  

How Do You Use Questions? 
Review a video of your class, or ask a colleague to observe, and categorize the questions you ask 
and students’ responses to them. Are you using the full range of questions to best scaffold your 
students’ learning?  

Authentic and follow-up questions are the most effective for new and deep learning, yet most  
teachers use them very rarely. These “higher order” questions require thoughtful preparation and 
committed implementation. 

You can enhance your questioning skills with Great Books Shared Inquiry™ method professional  
development. It offers intensive modeling, practice, and easy to follow instructions for the most  
effective questioning for students in grades K through 12. 
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